May 1, 1990

Meeting adjourned at 10 am March 30, 1990.

Iyped draft copy to all members for comparison.

Got some feedback from the membership and have made notes for the next meeting and will redistribute.

Unable to attend this March meeting.

confirmed after input from committee members and agency representatives who were

1992-0. The last meeting will be in Woods Hole — tentatively October 1-2. This will be

The next meeting will be in St. Helena (Napa Valley) July

Future meetings

Items on the July meeting agenda:

Items of the highest importance were noted as items of continuing importance. All of these will be

unique. Ship's call on the importance of such issues and possible changes in philosophy of

UNOLS. D.C. headquarters then value plus emphasis on replacement of replacement costs.

Association work to develop a formal UNOLS cost benefit analysis was also noted. Now that the cost is

communicating forest fire vessel availability was also noted. Now that the cost is

Monetary Bay Aquatic Research Institute. The question of continuation of L. S. and

additional new items.
the initial grant. Year to year and one-half, if NSF provides third year support as recommended. If the operation well within the proposed costs, and should be able to cover operations for the next

New FIC needs data for the July meeting.

Requirements for the July meeting.

Large and important vessels will be a high priority. The mission to prepare a preliminary concept of

New FIC needs; data for the July meeting.

requirements of the polar community will need to be brought into the communication net on

requirements of the polar community will need to be brought into the communication net on

requirements of the polar community will need to be brought into the communication net on
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requirements of the polar community will need to be brought into the communication net on

requirements of the polar community will need to be brought into the communication net on
This July, the ICW will hold a general discussion of the general impact of foreign RVs on UCOS. The ICW will discuss the general picture of the international availability of ice-capable vessels.

The ICW will also report on the status of the UNOLS proposal. The ICW will report on the status of the UNOLS proposal at the July ICW meeting. The ICW will report on the status of the UNOLS proposal at the UNOLS ICW meeting.

This Subcommittee was meeting during the ICW meeting. The ICW will report on the status of the UNOLS proposal at the UNOLS ICW meeting.

Status of AGOR-24

Kauhala reported that as of the time of the ICW meeting, the ICW will review this problem at the July ICW meeting. The ICW will review this problem at the July ICW meeting. The ICW will review this problem at the July ICW meeting. The ICW will review this problem at the July ICW meeting. The ICW will review this problem at the July ICW meeting.
encountered with expenses but NSF will try to provide some of the added costs.

is due out of the yard at the end of the year. Unexpected costs and problems were
done, the present schedule may not be met. THE MEVIETTE will be in gear in April and
work in Scotland in August. Plutonium could ship with complete jobs and much work to be
shutdown, then to WHOI for scientific outfitting. Tenanea schedule is for the ship to do
back in the water. The earliest date for launching the yard is June 15 with a two-week
decision.

Kaulum reported that the KNORR is

Report on KNORR MEVIETTE Reels

purchased, including a Klipp-Atlas hydroscrew system.

be well funded scientifically and much of the basic shipboard scientific equipment is now
service May-June, 1981. It has been renamed the THOMAS THOMPSON. The ship will
be held when the access becomes available. The ship is presently scheduled to be put into
year before formal delivery to University of Washington at which time a celebration will
is in progress. Tenanea, launch date is July 9 in Provincetown. It will probably be another

Kaulum reported that the basic ship's steering

Report on AGOR-23 Construction

information with letters from Coastline acknowledging their comments.

copies of the new version will be sent to Kaulum, Heim and Harwitz for their
committee by Coastline for further revisions. The report was approved as the final version
accommodated in the body of the report or in an addendum to the report. All of the major comments were
accorded by Coastline. Some or all of the comments are described in detail by the committee. Most of the
changes and comments from the UNOLS Council Meeting in Monterey, Nowlin provided

Construction Improvement Plan

and the following actions, information, or discussion noted:

The following agenda items were discussed

Meeting Notes of the previous meeting were reviewed and a correlation by

Agenda

Sheila Pappas (PIC Office)

Nowlin, Bruce Robison and Thomas Kaulum. Observing were Kaulum (ONR) and
present were committee member Doan Coastline, Ken Johnson, Mark Langan, Worth
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